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GREEN FORM WORD LIST 

 These are the words from HCO PL 7 Apr. 70RE, GREEN FORM. 

 These words should be cleared on the pc before the Green Form is actually 
assessed, per HCOB 9 Aug. 78 II, CLEARING COMMANDS. 

 The auditor must have received high-crime checkouts from Qual on the above 
references before clearing these words on a PC. The auditor uses Method 5 Word 
Clearing when clearing these words on the PC. (Ref: HCO PL 8 Mar. 66, KSW Series 13, 
HIGH CRIME) 

 This word list need only be cleared once in the PC's auditing if it was correctly 
cleared the first time. 

 The fact of having cleared this word list on the PC must be noted in the 
appropriate place in the PC's folder. (Ref: HCOB 30 Oct. 87, Auditor Admin Series 6RA, 
THE YELLOW SHEET) 

____________ 



WORDS FROM THE GREEN FORM 

A, about, against, alcohol, altering, an, any, anything, ARC break, are, arrested, 
aspirin, audited, auditing, auditor 

Bad, be, because, been, breaks, by, bypassed, bypassed charge 

Can't, Clear, code, coming, comm cycle, committed, confidential, connected, 
copies, could, crime, crimes, criminal, cured 

Dangers, data, debts, demanded, Dianetic Clear, do, doing, drugs, drunk 

Else, engram, enough, environment, environmental, erased, error, evaluated, 
exactly, experimenting, exterior 

Food, for, from 

Get, gone, group 

Had, handled, handwritten, happen, has, hasn't, have, here, hidden standard, 
hungry 

If, ignored, in, Int Rundown, invalidated, is, it 

Kept, know, knowledge 

Left, list 

Matching, materials, menace, mentioned, messed up, missed 

Nonstandard, not 

Of, or, orgs, originations, over-repaired, overrun, overt 

Person, physically, picture, present time problem, process, PT 

Record, release, restimulation, review, rushed 



Scientology, self-auditing, sleep, solve, someone, something, study, sufficient, 
suppressed, suppressive 

Taken, taped, tech, that, the, there, this, tired, to, tranquilizers, trying, typed 

Un-flat, unnecessary, unpaid, up, upsetting 

Was, what, which, with, withhold, worked, works, would, wrong 

You, your 

ADDITIONAL WORDS FROM RESISTIVE CASES PRE-ASSESSMENT 

After, and, antagonistic, attained, attested 

Before, being 

Committing, continuously 

Doesn't, don’t 

Earlier, engrams, evil purpose 

Former 

Grades 

Ill 

Misunderstoods 

Never 

On, out, overts, overwhelmed 

Part, practices, pretending, prior 

Rudiments, run 



Same, secrets, seeking, seriously 

Therapy, thrill, training 

Valence 

Want, went 
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